**Free ration for 80 cr people till Nov, PM**

_Presidents Meredith_:

Free diaper tests under the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana in the states of Assam, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.

**India’s fiscal deficit touches 56.6% of annual target in two months**

_Bhuvneshwar Pandey_:

The government on Friday reported its refunds to the RBI for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2020, at 267.8% of its revised estimate for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2020.

**Wedding party leaves more than 100 Corona positive, groom dead**

_Vijayawada_:

A group of guests attending a wedding party in Vijayawada were tested positive for the virus on Saturday night.

**Govt not keen on total lockdown in GHMC limits**

_Hyderabad_:

KCR on Sunday said that the lockdown in the city will be continued for another week.

**2 killed in Vizag pharma firm gas leak**

_Vizag_:

Two people were killed and four others were injured in a gas leak at a drug company in Vizag on Saturday.

**Spice in “To Let” boards**

_Bhopal_:

A public appeal from the Adamjee Re founder is to promote “To Let” boards in city, after a fire that broke out in the city’s largest shopping mall.

**KCR on Sunday said that the lockdown in the city will be continued for another week**

The Telangana government has decided to extend the lockdown in the state till July 19, 2020.
Jagan in a quandary over Council abolition

The special Assembly was opened on Wednesday by the governor with the announcement that the government was considering abolition of the Assembly.

The council is the Council of States of the Indian federal government. It is a house of 250 members, 12 members of which are elected from each state and 23 members are elected from the union territories. The Council is presided over by the President of India, who appoints a vice president to carry out the duties of the office in his absence.

The state government is considering the abolition of the Council of States, which was created under the Indian Constitution in 1951. The Council has 250 members, each representing a state or union territory. The government is considering the abolition of the Council as it believes it is unnecessary and a duplication of the work of the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha.

The decision to abolish the Council was announced by the state governor on Wednesday, and the state government is expected to submit a bill to the legislature for its approval.

Meanwhile, the government has also announced a special assembly to be held on Thursday to discuss the issue.

The special assembly was convened by the governor and was attended by members of the legislature and other dignitaries. The purpose of the assembly was to discuss the proposed abolition of the Council and to hear the views of the members of the legislature and other stakeholders.

The special assembly was attended by the chief minister of the state, who presented the government's case for the abolition of the Council. The chief minister was joined by other cabinet colleagues and senior officials of the state government.

The assembly was also attended by members of the opposition, who presented their views on the proposed abolition of the Council. The opposition members were joined by other stakeholders, including representatives of civil society and business leaders.

The assembly was adjourned after the discussion, and the government is expected to submit a bill to the legislature for its approval.

The government has also announced that it will hold a special assembly on Thursday to discuss the issue. The special assembly will be attended by members of the legislature and other dignitaries, and the purpose of the assembly will be to discuss the proposed abolition of the Council and to hear the views of the members of the legislature and other stakeholders.
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HYDERABAD: Woman killed in hit-and-run

HYDERABAD: New rail line to facilitate Secundabad-Dheena bridge

HYDERABAD: State yet to take action against ‘erring’ schools

Go to vacant places, put school extort more for ‘online’ classes

In fact, 90 per cent of the parents are against the concept of online classes because it is a burden on parents and even if they are forced to buy laptops or smartphones. The parents’ association and student association have complained to Education Department officials against the private managements. The private managements which are running the schools, he said, the authorities are not taking any action against the erring managements.

The association of private managements has issued a statement saying that they can take classes under which there were no express orders from the government prohibiting them from running online classes. Even if the Education Department gives permission, it is demanding the private managements to continue with online running classes.

Online classes continue in corporate and private schools, parents of government school students are worried about the future of their wards. In such crisis situations, the state government should come up with a policy that can help the parents and students.

New rail line to facilitate Secundabad-Dheena bridge

The efforts of Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (GHMC) to open Durgam Cheruvu cable car service have been hampered by the government. The GHMC has spent Rs 1.5 billion on the work, which spans 1000 metres of track, and is now working on measures to mitigate the problem.

The GHMC has already taken steps to fix the problem and has also arranged for a team of experts to examine the dam. If the experts approve the test results, further work will be speeded up and the GHMC will work with the area.

Load test on Durgam Cheruvu bridge

It’s not that scary as it sounds: Covid warrior

A Covid warrior, a 23-year-old, has been working in the city for a year. He says he is not scared of Covid because he is seen wearing a mask every time he leaves his house. He speaks about the benefits of wearing a mask and the harm it can do if not worn properly. He also speaks about the importance of maintaining social distancing and washing hands regularly.

Mahesh Bhupati, IPS, and DC, Commissioner of Police and Social Welfare, told the Express that a team of officers have been deployed to keep an eye on the people who are violating the rules. The officers are also being deployed to maintain law and order.

Rachakonda police officials spray paint on the alert against ‘erring’ schools

The Rachakonda police have warned private schools that they should not extort money from parents for online classes. The schools should not force parents to buy laptops or smartphones.

The Rachakonda police have also warned the parents to be careful and not fall for the trap of private managements. The parents should air their grievances with the police and not with the private managements.
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Kondapochamma canal breaches

Sanjay slams TRS over canal breach

HYDERABAD: Telangana BJP chief Bandi Sanjay Kumar on Tuesday alleged that TRS government had failed over the breach in Kondapochamma canal. He demanded the government to take immediate action to rectify the damage to the people of the area.

Sanjay alleged that TRS government should have taken up the canal for development and construction work. He said that the canal breach was due to the negligence of the government, which was not taking any action to rectify the breach.

The breach in Kondapochamma canal in May 2020, causing major loss to the proper- ties of people in the area. The government failed to take any action to rectify the breach, resulting in loss to the properties of people in the area.

Cardiac complications seen in less than 5% of Covid patients

Cardiac complications are seen in less than 5% of Covid patients, according to a study published in the journal Lancet.

The study, which included data from 20 countries, found that while Covid-19 can cause a range of health issues, including heart problems, the majority of patients do not develop severe cardiac complications.

“This is important because it challenges the idea that Covid-19 always results in heart problems,” said Dr. Sumeet Arora, lead author of the study.

The study also found that most people who develop cardiac complications are already at high risk for heart problems due to other medical conditions.

Eatala directs officials to increase surveillance

Health Minister Eatala Rajender directed the officials to increase surveillance and to do door-to-door fever screening in the state.

He directed the officials to conduct fever screening in all residential areas and to take immediate action if any fever cases are detected.

HC issues notices to govt

Justice T S Eswaran, who is hearing the HC cases, issued notices to the state government and asked them to file replies by July 10.

The HC directed the state government to file a detailed affidavit on the steps taken to control the Covid-19 pandemic in the state.

Cops crack pre-planned murder plot 4 arrested

The police have arrested four persons who were involved in a pre-planned murder plot in Nalgonda.

The arrested persons were planning to kill a policeman who was investigating a case against them.

Eatala and Chandrashekhar Rao put in the pipeline

Chief Minister K Chandrashekhar Rao and Home Minister Mahmood Ali Khan have put in the pipeline for the projects in the state.

They have directed the officials to expedite the projects and ensure that they are completed within the stipulated time.

Adopt scientific approach to control Covid-19, says Uttam

Uttam Pillai, the Congress state president, has urged the government to adopt a scientific approach to control Covid-19.

He said that the government should ensure that the people follow the guidelines and take necessary precautions to prevent the spread of the virus.

Cardiac complications seen in less than 5% of Covid patients

Cardiac complications are seen in less than 5% of Covid patients, according to a study published in the journal Lancet.
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India becomes a major power with ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ mission

TALRIGH JAMAAH: HC allows shifting of 65 foreigners to alternate accommodation

The Delhi High Court on Monday allowed shifting of 65 foreigners, whose vaccination centre was not available and they were facing difficulties in getting vaccinated, to another COVID-19 centre.

The Delhi High Court on Monday allowed shifting of 65 foreigners, whose vaccination centre was not available and they were facing difficulties in getting vaccinated, to another COVID-19 centre.

The petition, filed through Advocate Mahendra Singh and Dainik Bhaskar, sought shifting of 10 foreign nationals, including a German national, to another COVID-19 centre.

The court also observed that prisoners who are held in any manner is a criminal justice system, Facebook, Twitter.
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Mumbai — The city of Mumbai and the state of Maharashtra have been continuously and constantly in the spotlight due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic. The state government has been leading the initiative, while the city has been the epicenter of the virus spread. The state government has been working towards producing their own PPE kits — we are now exporting the last — we have been far neglected and supported by corporates. After testing kits, ventilators and even and also gave Cipla and Hetero emergency marketing approval for Remdesivir ed permission to Glenmark Pharmaceuticals to manufacture and sell Favipiravir biggest news in the fight against the virus came on June 21 when the DCGI grantedwith the drugs and vaccines to treat Coronavirus. A vast majority of Indians were gits, pneumonia rotavirus, BCG, measles, mumps and rubella. It is home to half a dozen major vaccine makers and a nothing is the country among the largest manufacturers of generic drugs and biologicals. This was the reason the DCGI had granted permission to Biological E, Indian Immunologicals and Mynvax to launch Indian substitutes of these vaccines in the world. It is home to half a dozen major vaccine makers and a

W

 Human trials to start this month, results in October. This is reason enough to privilege Govert funding to R&D

We should do it twice (less) than that of the same entity. Country, county, state, area, and it is the, irr. friday — As MMR vaccine remained the Government announced a phased lifting of the lock-down, it is important in augmenting bed capacity in large number of cases. Since then, the State Government has increased bed capacity in four score (400) in a few cities, which 20,000 beds had been opened facilities. The number of beds in Mumbai has increased from 25,000 to around 8,500. Hospitals for treating patients were increased, too, were increased from just time to time. The State Government remained focussed in

Our own vaccine

Maharashtra has led by example in reining in the Corona pandemic even as the Opposition ramped up efforts to pull the Maha Vikas Agadhyo Government down.

The People’s Republic of China has proven to react not too good in fair. This hack was caused since June 15. From the news that India has banned 59 Chinese-made apps not really come. The hack was caused since June 15. What to be responsible for the untold of events on June 15. Highly pop-

L E T T E R S

Shiv Sena)

Shiv Sena)

Shiv Sena)

More than 80,000 migrants have selflessly aided us in our time of need and reached a different State as well, but what is important is that we should take care of our people. So, while the Opposition continues with its political agenda, the people of Maharashtra will solidly back the Chief Minister and the BJP Government to help the state in its hour of need. The State Government is now entirely focused on bringing down the mortality rate.

it is depressing that the state has continued to take political advantage over the coronavirus pandemic. It had to grapple with a high mortality rate. It continues to fight these battle even in lockdown, the Mumbaikars are being called upon to give their rights to political agenda. They have made frequent visits to the Raj mahal hospital in the Vikaspuri State.

It is true that the CAA will not be welcomed in its current form, but we cannot go back to the way it was. The whole country knows that the CAA is an attempt to give the Muslims in India a mis-

The whole country knows...
Arrest the delinquent cops
The brutality committed by P. Jayaran and Felix is unacceptable. It is high time that policemen in India also learned to behave if they violate law.

The GST finance puzzle

Even as States expect full and timely compensation for the shortfall in their tax revenue, vis-a-vis a given benchmark, the Union Government has been making short payment and that too after a time lag.

The GST compensation puzzle

As the GST revenue continues to fall short of the benchmark, it is time the Union Government cleared up the confusion about the timelines for the compensation amount to reach the States.

Last year’s ambiguity on the previous year’s revenue

The previous year’s revenue was utilised to settle the shortfall in revenue for the current year. But this year the ambiguity has been removed by the GST Council.

The GST Council had on Wednesday decided that the compensation amount for shortfall in revenue for the previous tax year (2019-20) would be released in the current year separately, and this is not linked with the compensation amount for the current year.

The GST compensation for the previous tax year was released in two instalments, the first of which was released in December 2020, and the second of which was released in January 2021. The States had been demanding that the amount for the previous tax year be released in two instalments.

The GST Council has now decided to release the amount for the previous tax year in two instalments, the first of which will be released in February 2021, and the second of which will be released in April 2021.

Goods and services (including payroll) as per the Finance Minister’s expectations

The GST Council had on Wednesday also decided that the compensation amount for shortfall in revenue for the current year (2020-21) would be released in two instalments, the first of which will be released in February 2021, and the second of which will be released in April 2021.

Last year’s uncertainty on the previous year’s revenue

The GST Council had on Wednesday decided that the compensation amount for shortfall in revenue for the previous tax year (2019-20) would be released in two instalments, the first of which will be released in February 2021, and the second of which will be released in April 2021.

The GST Council had on Wednesday decided that the compensation amount for shortfall in revenue for the current year (2020-21) would be released in two instalments, the first of which will be released in February 2021, and the second of which will be released in April 2021.

First counsel

Keeping in mind the festivals that are coming up, this scheme to provide no-crore people with free rain will continue to November end.

NARENDRA MODI
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Bengal reseachers secure gradual recovery

Real estate developers in West Bengal are upbeat about the gradual recovery in sales and construction work. These developers believe that the lockdown has helped them to attract buyers, industry experts said.

The developers claimed that sales have shown improvement in the cities of Kolkata and Siliguri, which have witnessed a 10-15 per cent rise in the number of visits.

The lockdown has also helped in the sale of premium apartments in the cities.

The reseachers have been working on the project for the last two months and are expected to complete it by the end of September.

SBI Lends Yono branches in three cities

State Bank of India (SBI) on Tuesday said it has strategically assigned Yono branches to three cities, namely Lucknow, Haldia, and Vizianagaram, as part of its plans to expand its online presence.

SBI, which had earlier announced a strategic tie-up with the Fin-tech company, will be providing online banking and financial services to the customers in these cities.

The bank is also planning to open more such branches in other cities in the future.

The move is expected to help the bank reach out to more customers, especially in rural areas.

The SBI has also launched a mobile and internet banking app for the customers in these cities.

Zomato rechristens membership programme Gold to Zomato Pro

Zomato, the food delivery platform, has rechristened its membership programme Gold to Zomato Pro. The move is expected to help the company attract more customers and retain them.

Zomato has also introduced a new feature, Zomato Pro, which offers exclusive benefits to the members of the programme.

The company said that the move is part of its efforts to strengthen its customer relationship and enhance the user experience.

The new programme is expected to help the company attract more customers and retain them.

SBI NEFT

Global health technology firm MedTech AI on Tuesday said it has introduced mobile and internet banking services for its customers in the country.

The company has launched a mobile app and a website which will enable customers to access their accounts and transact online.

The company has also introduced a new feature, MedTech AI Mobile, which will allow customers to access their accounts and transact online.

The move is expected to help the company reach out to more customers and provide them with a more convenient and efficient way to transact online.

Bharatpe

Bharatpe, the digital payments startup, said on Tuesday that it has completed the acquisition of digital payments startup Instamojo.

The acquisition is expected to help Bharatpe strengthen its position in the digital payments space and provide it with more resources to expand its business.

The move is expected to help Bharatpe strengthen its position in the digital payments space and provide it with more resources to expand its business.

Manoroma firm's YOY up by 15% following Q2

Manoroma Industries, one of the leaders in Spandex, Dyestuffs and Textile Chemicals, reported a 15% YoY growth in its Q2 results.

The company reported a net profit of Rs 128 crore, up from Rs 112 crore in the corresponding period last year.

The company's revenue increased by 18% YoY to Rs 1,404 crore.

The company's management said that the growth was driven by higher demand for its products in the domestic and export markets.

Sensex, Nifty remain early gains, endmarginally
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SBI Life Insurance has increased its premium income by 8.5% in the quarter ended June 2020, compared to the corresponding period last year.

The company, which is India's largest private sector life insurer, has witnessed a consistent growth in its premium income over the years.

The company's net profit for the quarter ended June 2020 was Rs 1,044 crore, up from Rs 921 crore in the corresponding period last year.

The company's management said that the growth was driven by higher demand for its life insurance products and a increase in its bancassurance business.

The company's managing director and CEO, Srikrishna Srinivasan, said, “Our focus on improving customer outcomes and service quality has helped us to grow consistently over the years.”

He added, “Our core business remains strong and we are confident of sustaining the momentum in the coming quarters.”

The company's management said that they are focused on improving customer outcomes and service quality to drive growth in their core business.
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HYDERABAD KA WONDER KID!

His talents clearly don’t give away his age. Meet Devams Garu, a talented 2-year-old sprouting in the city of Hyderabad who knows and loves every car he has ever seen. This meaningful output at such a tender age has his parents talk to The Pioneer’s SHIKHA DUGGAL on how he excels, his extraordinary talent, and more...

As the age of 3, Devams Garu’s nimble fingers新型冠状病毒 snags hundreds of cars marking the first virtual car show of his world! Having an unusual passion, this kid is gifted with an exceptional memory and a growing proficiency in automobile designs. Anveshana, the kid is like a mini encyclopedia of motor machines.

We noticed his extraordinary abilities during our trip to USA when he was just about 1 year old. The wide range of his abilities during our trip to USA, where he was seen to crunch his own cars as they entered within a week. At age 2, he was able to learn them all within a week. Then we made a video of him identifying and recalling all the cars. He is eager to learn more and asked us how many more car brands. Some of his favorite cars are the ones he has seen in his parents’ collection of cars and also those he saw on the road. He even learned to pick the make, year, and model of any car he saw on the road. He is very particular about cars. He now has a dote about cars. He now has a car named ‘Dil Raju’ after the actor. He is very excited about cars and loves playing. The tiny boy seen to crunch his own cars as they entered within a week.

His talents clearly don’t give away his age. Meet Devams Garu, a talented 2-year-old sprouting in the city of Hyderabad who knows and loves every car he has ever seen. This meaningful output at such a tender age has his parents talk to The Pioneer’s SHIKHA DUGGAL on how he excels, his extraordinary talent, and more...
Akshay’s ‘Sooryavanshi’, Ranveer’s ‘83 confirm theatrical release dates

Without revealing much about the plot, the actress said: “Sooryavanshi 2 is not a sequel. It has different love stories and it has a spin-off element of ‘Shiva’. The villain is someone very different and totally unexpected,” Akshay said.

The actress said that working on the film was a homecoming in its true sense.

“Thus the whole family is coming to make a film with Akshay Kumar again, and working directly on the OTT. (Web) has created a huge opportunity for actors working directly on the digital platform,” she added.

Without revealing much about the plot, the actress said: “Sooryavanshi 2 is not a sequel. It has different love stories and it has a spin-off element of ‘Shiva’. The villain is someone very different and totally unexpected,” Akshay said.

The actress said that working on the film was a homecoming in its true sense.

“Thus the whole family is coming to make a film with Akshay Kumar again, and working directly on the digital platform,” she added.
Prasanth Varma's film on coronavirus back on sets

The series is a dark crime thriller consisting of 10 episodes. It deals with hawala rackets and has been developed by a new writer who honed his writing skills in the US, finds NAGARAJ GOUD

SP to produce local and national web content

Leading producer Suresh Productions adds, "Some years ago, we stepped into digital production ventures like Aaha. Krishnappa, which narrates the story of Krishna and his Leela, was shot in the US, a shot in the arm. As a writer, my confidence has got a boost. Ravikanth could've considered other projects. But the period of lockdown was short-lived."

Earlier this week, the film courted controversy for coronavirus back on sets

Naveen Chandra and Sudheer Varma set for a web show

As a writer, my confidence has got a boost: Ravikanth on Krishna and his Leela's success

With theatre remaining shut, a section of the industry is in the process of adapting to modern forms of consumption to cushion the financial blow. To this end, we've known that director Sudheer Varma, who is known for his technical brilliance, and Naveen Chandra, who is in much demand these days, are teaming up for what will be their maiden web series. Shooting for the same is set to commence soon, and it is likely to revolve around the virus, its effects, and the measures that have been taken to counter it. The film's whole theme will adhere to the guidelines the government has put in place, and the crew dons masks — the unit is set to resume shooting in Vishaka, where the crew is currently shooting for the second film with Naveen.

As for the cast, Naveen, who has been back on sets, will reprise his role as real-life cop, with Priya playing one of the female leads. Actors Harshvardhan, Priya and Praveen are presently filming for some key indoor scenes along with a young new female actor.

A few weeks back, the two writers approached him. Bowled over by his talent, Sudheer felt that Naveen was the best bet to spearhead it and started the process. To this end, we've given his in-principle nod to the show. All these developments transpired much before the first lockdown was announced, which is why the series couldn't go ahead. The series further adds that it remains to be seen when this project will roll, as both Naveen and Sudheer are occupied with their respective projects.

While the former has his hands full with the hawala rackets and has been developed by a new writer who honed his writing skills in the US, finds NAGARAJ GOUD.
**NYC mayor seeks 8bn law enforcement cuts amid protests**

After a 10-day ‘deadlock’ police reform became a New York City-wide law enforcement plan. Mayor Bill de Blasio on Monday he has a plan for the New York City police department (NYPD) to reduce its size by 16%. The mayor’s announcement comes after a months-long internal debate within the city government about what to do about the police department. The new plan will cut the NYPD’s workforce by 16%, or about 8,000 officers, by 2023.

**Indian-American is Biden’s campaign’s digital chief**

Kamala Harris has named Indian-American Rohan Arora as the Biden presidential campaign’s director of digital strategy. Arora was previously the chief digital officer at Democratic Fuller’s 2020 presidential campaign. The American Express veteran also worked as a senior advisor at the Obama-Biden transition project.

**Flu virus with ‘pandemic potential’ found in China**

Researchers in China have discovered a new strain of flu virus that could spread globally, according to a study published Monday in the US journal Nature. Named G4, the virus is distinct from three other strains of flu that cause annual flu outbreaks: the H1N1 flu of 2009 and the H3N2 and H1N3 strains, which have been circulating in humans since the 1950s and 1960s, respectively. The new virus, which is similar to a strain of bird flu, could potentially spread to humans and cause a pandemic, according to the study.

**CAPTAINCY WON’T CHANGE MY STYLE: Stokes**

All-rounder Ben Stokes says he will continue to be the linking all-rounder of the batting to bowling and bowling to batting and that he will not change his playing approach in any way.

**Divorce granted on wife’s refusal to wear sindoor**

A New Delhi court on Thursday granted a divorce to a man who had refused to give his wife a divorce until she started wearing the traditional Sindoor red powder on her forehead. The couple had been married for 10 years and had three children. The court said the wife had asked for a divorce four times, but the husband refused to grant it until she started wearing the Sindoor.

**2021 US OPEN SCHEDULE POSTPONED**

The US Open has been postponed to a later date due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic in the United States. The tournament was originally scheduled to take place from August 30 to September 13, but has now been moved to September 6 to 13.

**South Africa vs New Zealand: Rabada, Shamsi get spot in bowling attack**

South Africa’s fastest bowler Shaheen Afridi, who has been out of the side with a calf injury, has been included in the bowling attack for the first Test against New Zealand. The team also includes Vernon Philander, who has not played in a Test since 2018. The match is scheduled to take place from July 10 to 14.

**Rohit Sharma is one of the best openers in world cricket**

Indian batsman Rohit Sharma has been named by former Indian captain Sourav Ganguly as one of the best openers in world cricket. Ganguly praised Rohit for his consistency and said that he is capable of scoring a century in any inning.